Abstract-The main core of HMM-based speech recognition systems is the Viterbi Algorithm. Viterbi is performed using dynamic programming to find out the best alignment between input speech and given speech model. In this paper, dynamic programming is replaced by a search method which is based on particle swarm optimization algorithm. The major idea is focused on generating an initial population of segmentation vectors in the solution search space and improving the location of segments by an updating algorithm. Two methods are introduced for representation of each particle and movement structure. The results show that the effect of these factors is noticeable in finding the global optimum while maintaining the system accuracy. The idea was tested on an isolated word recognition task and shows its significant performance in both accuracy and computational complexity aspects.
I. INTRODUCTION
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is the base of a set of successful techniques for acoustic modeling in speech recognition systems. The main reasons of this success are due to this model's analytic ability in the speech phenomenon and its accuracy in practical speech recognition systems. Other major specification of HMM is its convergent and reliable parameter training procedure. An HMM model can be stated by A={N, M, ]I, A, B}, N is the number of model states, M is the number of mixtures per state, ]I ={ ]Ii} is the initial state distribution, A={Aij} is the state transition probability distribution and B is the set of observation probability density distribution per state which may be represented by a multi modal Gaussian mixture model. Utter""" Fig. 1 shows the overall block diagram of an automatic speech recognition system. The continuous input speech utterance is segmented into frames by preprocessing module. In the next step, the feature extraction module extracts a feature vector on each frame to represent its acoustic information. Hence, a discrete sequence of feature vectors (observations), 0 = (0102 ... 0T) is obtained. In an isolated word recognizer with vocabulary size v, the unknown input speech is compared with all of the HMM models Icy, according to some search algorithms and finally, the input speech is identified as one of the reference HMM models with the highest score.
In the most HMM-based systems, Viterbi algorithm [1] is the core of the recognition procedure. Viterbi is a full search method that tries all possible solutions to find out the best alignment path of state sequence between the input utterance and a given HMM model. The full search in HMM can be formulated as:
where qt is the state at time t. The sequence qlqZ ... qt denotes an alignment of observation sequence and speech HMM model and T is the length of the observation sequence. Obviously, as the search space increases, the computational cost increases exponentially 0 (N T ); therefore it is impractical to solve this NP-complete problem. Viterbi algorithm extracts the alignment path dynamically by a recursive procedure.
where LLtG) is the partial cost function of the alignment path in state j at time t and LLt_1 is the score of the best path among possible paths that start from first state and end in the ith state at the time t. The computational complexity of this method is O(N z T). Although it saves the computational cost and memory requirements, however it can only be practically used where the length of the input utterance is short and the number of HMM reference models is small. Especially, in the continuous speech recognition, it is not usually the case. Hence, to overcome this deficiency, Viterbi beam search [2] has been presented. The main idea in beam search is to keep and extend possible paths with higher scores. This approach may eliminate the optimality of the algorithm.
Recently, Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) have been extended in speech recognition problem, both in the training and the recognition phase. EA algorithms are based on generating a group of random population of possible solutions and use a collaborative search in each generation to achieve better solutions than previous ones. Tn HMM training, Genetic Algorithms (GA) [3] , [4] and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [5] - [7] are studied in recent years, where each individual solution is represented as an HMM model and is encoded as a string of real numbers. The studies in this issue reveal that PSO can yield better recognition performance and more capability to find global optimum in comparison with GA and well-known Baum-Welch algorithm. These algorithms have also been applied in optimizing the nonlinear time alignment of template-based speech recognition in the recognition phase [8] , [9] . In these works, to solve the optimal warping path searching problem, each potential solution is considered as a possible warping path in the search space. It was shown that using PSO with a pruning strategy causes a considerable reduction in recognition time with maintaining the system accuracy. In contrast, using direct GA without pruning is not a promising approach. PSO has been used to solve many NP-complete optimization problems [10] , [11] .
In this paper, a novel approach is proposed to apply particle swarm optimization strategy in the recognition phase of an isolated word recognition system instead of traditional Viterbi algorithm to deal with PSO performance in finding global optimum. The method can well be generalized to continuous speech recognition case.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: next section provides an introduction to PSO algorithm and deals with the proposed PSO-based recognition procedure. Section three presents experimental results and in the last section the paper is concluded.
II. Pso -TRELLIS RECOGNITION ApPROACH
Particle swarm optImIzation algorithm is originally introduced by Eberhart and Kennedy [12] in 1995. PSO is a population based evolutionary algorithm in which the algorithm is initialized with a population of random solutions (particles), which are then flown through hyperspace. To solve an optimization problem by PSO algorithm, the problem should be appropriately modeled and mapped to PSO notation before the start of the optimization. Each particle can be a multidimensional vector Xi = (XilXiZ ... Xin), where the vector elements and the fitness function of each particle is determined dependent on the problem domain. Each particle keeps track of its coordinates in hyperspace in each time which are associated with the best solution it has achieved so far, that is called pbest (pbest; = (PilPiZ ... Pin)) and keeps also the overall best location, obtained thus far by any particles in the population, which is called gbest = (glgZ ... gn). Therefore, the position of each particle changes toward pbest and gbest based on the particles velocity, which is obtained in the next iteration as follows:
where w is the inertia weight. a and p are constants which guide the particles towards the improved positions. rl and r z are uniformly distributed random variables between 0 and 1 and k denotes the evolution iteration. Fig. 2 shows the concept of modification of searching points through iterations [9] - [11] .
'¢ + l For evaluating PSO-based recognizer system performance, two methods have been applied in defming particles. In the first method (SS), each particle could be one of the possible allowable state sequences in the trellis of problem solutions space.
The trellis diagram (Fig. 3 ) is a state transition diagram which represents all of the possible states over a sequence of time intervals. The horizontal axis of the trellis represents the time of the state transition on input utterance and the vertical axis represents the possible states of reference HMM model. Allowable path is specified by two properties, in the first, the path should be left-to-right in the sequence of state (i.e. as the time increases, the state index increases). The second property may be states as each path starts from the first state of each HMM model and may (or may not) lead to the final state.
However, as we will show in the next section, this method for defining the particles lead to local optimum while this same technique has been used in [9] and provided good performance that indicates the importance of particles representation based on the problem.
The major idea of the second method (Segment) is focused on correcting and improving on the utterance segmentation. This definition of particles gives better results in finding the global optimum solution. Tn this procedure, each particle is a segmentation vector, that its components are the transition location from one segment to another. If some repetitive elements are placed in the segmentation vector, it would be indicate the number of jumps that occurs in the state sequence. This repetition is located to have a constant length path vector that is essential in defining a proper movement of particles.
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In To evaluate each particle as both mentioned methods, a unique fitness function is used. However the particles whose are represented as segmentation vectors should be represented as their corresponding state sequence to calculate the fitness.
We can rewrite equation (1) in logarithmic domain over one of the possible paths as a fitness function:
where LL(Xi) is the ith particle log-likelihood, a is the qjf-lqjf transition probability from state qit -l to state qit and b . (Ot) is q,/ the function of producing the observation Ot in the state qit. Since all paths start from the first state in the search space, the first element of matrix ]I is one (in the logarithmic domain is zero). Therefore, the first term of (1) has been neglected in the equation (5).
C. Movement Str ucture
For updating the position of the particle at each time, two methods are common to apply. At the first method (LCPSO), the particle movement is modified as follows:
This method is similar to the mentioned standard PSO algorithm, however we added a random term instead of inertia weight that scale the previous time step velocity to make the algorithm robust against local optimum. We can rewrite equation (6) and (7) as:
The coefficients u, � and y that scale the influence of the pbest, gbest and random term, should satisfY the follows constraints:
; a./I,p > 0
(9)
These conditions guarantee the consistency of particles during generations which represent a left-to-right continuous warping path, because when the velocity update's rule of SPSO is used for this isolated problem, it is possible to generate a discontinuous path. This method lead to local optimum while the second method (ProbPSO) is the way to avoid this problem. We used the updating method in [6] that is explained in Table I . Where u, �, y are three constant parameters that has been introduced for moving a particle. A movement is carried out due to the value of a uniformly distributed random parameter x between zero and one.
D. Computational Complexity
Computational order of the proposed algorithm is O(M.T.T), where M is the population size, I is the required generation number and T is the length of observation vector. In comparison to Viterbi, it outperforms the classic Viterbi, if the number of states is large and there are some pruning strategies in PSO path generations.
Ill. EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULTS

A . Expe riments Setup
The experiments have been arranged on 8 most frequently occurred words of standard TlMlT speech database. Each word has the frequency more than 460 in the train set and the frequency more than 160 in the test set. Although TlMlT is a continuous speech recognition benchmark, the variety of words and speakers in TlMlT makes it a good benchmark for our task.
The overall block diagram of HMM _based recogmtlOn system is similar to Fig. 1 . Baum-Welch algorithm was applied for training a continuous density HMM of each word. In this work, each HMM has 4 states and there are 9 mixtures per state.
In the preprocessing stage, the audio signal is transformed into a 26 MFCC feature vector for each 20 ms of speech using overlapping frames of 8ms. The first 13 features are based on 25 mel-scaled filter bank coefficients and the 13 rest features are their first derivatives. This system was simulated by Matlab 7.6 programming language.
B. Re sults Fig. 5 shows an example of comparison between Viterbi and segment-ProbPSO recognition processes in 10 iterations. The unknown input utterance belongs to word model 1. This test sample is recognized by Viterbi algorithm correctly while by the proposed algorithm, it is recognized as the word model 2 in 10th iteration that is wrong. However, it is obvious that after more generations, the system achieves the correct result. Therefore, more iteration was required for obtaining sufficient convergence. Obviously, if the difference between likelihoods of word models is large, desirable accuracy will be reached in primary iterations. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 describe the overall behavior of suggested system. Fig. 6 shows the effect of particles defining on the convergence percentage with respect to Viterbi path likelihood. When the particles are presented as the state sequence vectors, the initial step starts from lower percents. In addition, the recognition system is easily trapped into local optimum.
Performed experiments show that if particles are defined as segmentation vectors and movement updating is considered as the second method in section Il-C, finding global optimum and approaching to Viterbi path likelihood increases. So Segment-ProbPSO is determined as baseline method in all of the experiments and optimizations have also performed for this method. Fig. 7 shows the effect of movement structure. Although both curves start from a primary point, however their convergence rate is different. Therefore, if particles movement during generations is defmed as a probabilistic structure, it is more probable to fmd the global optimum. The results in Table II reveal that Viterbi and Segment ProbPSO are equal in error rates in average. Although we have applied recognition procedure of Viterbi for our system as the benchmark, however this method provides better results in some cases. This statement indicates the major drawback of the traditional recognition process that makes the decision based on the comparison of best paths between unknown uttered word and given word models. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 report the system optimization results. Fig.  8 shows a, �, y influence on recognition error rate under fIxed conditions for 8 reference word models in 20 iterations. � optimum value is 5 for a=15 and y= 15. The optimum value of a is 5 for �=5, y= 15 and optimum value ofy is 10 for a=5 and �=5. Fig. 9 shows the effect of population size on recognition the overall error rate. When the population increases, the computational cost also increases, therefore, the population size's optimum value is the position where the curve is saturated. This value is about 8 in the empirical curve depicted in Fig. 9 . 
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Although there are several methods for speech recognition, however it is still an open problem due to lack of a fast and accurate algorithm. In this paper, a new recognition approach was introduced based on particle swarm optimization. The major idea in this approach is focused on generating an initial population of segmentation vectors in the solution search space and correcting and improving the location of segments. The algorithm was tested on an isolated word speech recognition task. The experimental results show that this idea works properly to move toward global optimum while maintaining the Viterbi system accuracy.
Considering the computational complexity of PSO-based recognition procedure and its pruning capability before achieving the best path, it seems that this method could be well employed in continuous speech recognition tasks.
Therefore, we are pursuing our research on continuous speech recognition.
